The playgroup: for all Hilversum
children

‘ The children
receive a lot of
attention and
love.’

The playgroup is a beautiful and safe place for your child to explore, play
and learn with other children. And conveniently in your own neighborhood.
Children aged 2 to 4 are welcome here two or four half-days per week. At
the playgroup, a lot of attention is paid to language, physical exercise and
creativity. It makes the big step to primary school smaller.

‘ The leaders follow
the development
of my daughter
and sometimes
give advice, for
example about
language. I really
like that. ’

Learning through play

Fees preschool

Interaction with other children is important for the development of toddlers. At
the playgroup they learn what it is like to
interact with others and all that this entails. By playing and exploring with other
children and the leaders, your child will
develop itself in term of motor skills,
social emotional and cognitively. This increases self-reliance and self-confidence.
For now and the future.

From 2018 parents and carers pay fees
related to their income (from about
€ 11 per month). Parents and carers on
a low income can reclaim the parental
contribution.
Information about this can be found on
www.hilversum.nl/kindpakket.

Fixed group
Children will be in a fixed group at the
playgroup. At some playgroups leaders
have help from parents or volunteers.
Parents and carers find the playgroup a
nice place to meet and share experience
and knowledge about toddlers.

Overview of playgroups in Hilversum
Is your child ready to play, talk, explore
and move with peers? Then register
your son or daughter for one of the
playgroups in Hilversum. Visit www.
hilversum.nl/peuters for a playgroup
in your neighborhood. On this website
you will also find information about the
fees, possible childcare allowance and
registration.

Playing together at
the playgroup

I like the
playgroup!

I make friends and I play with different toys than I do at home outside I can climb, ride a bike and go down the slide or do a jigsaw puzzle inside we make the most beautiful things
we laugh a lot I explore with my friends together we make the highest tower with blocks I learn from you and you learn from me during the break we eat fruit the teachers are nice

Will you
come and
play with
us too?

